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“
Our ambitious goal 
was to make these 
excellent all-round 
boats even better.



Compact but spacious, seaworthy but nimble,
safe but inspiring.

These seemingly contradictory qualities were the ambitious goals we set ourselves to exceed 
when we started designing the brand new Buster XL and XXL some two and a half years ago. 
How to take a pair of excellent all-round boats and make them even better was the guiding 
light for us through the exciting design process. 

The look and feel was already a given, as we wanted to follow the highly acclaimed design 
language of SuperMagnum and Magnum a few years back. The interior likewise – focusing 
evermore on social versatility while retaining the robust and safety-oriented attention to detail 
that is the DNA of all Buster boats. Thrilling performance required an all new hull – which is 
working out even better than we dared to hope, giving sharp handling without compromising 
predictable and safe handling. 

It is with great pride that I present you with the hottest novelties for the 2020 boating season 
in the Nordics; the all new Buster XL and the all new Buster XXL. 

Welcome to yet another exciting new Buster model year!

BUSTER XL & XXL

www.busterboats.com

Juha Lehtola
President | Buster Boats



2,20 m 7 740 kg 80-115 hp6,05 m



Buster XL

PRACTICAL QUALITY

The new Buster XL is an exciting combination of sense and sensibility. This enduring favourite 
of the Buster collection has a completely renewed body geometry for the 2020 season. Thanks 
to this change, the lines of the vessel are sleek and modern, and its profile is more powerful. 
The new Buster XL is your choice for a relaxed summer and early fishing trips. It is your reliable 
partner for trips to the cottage in any weather.

The steering response of Buster XL is light and accurate. The boat reacts quickly to the throttle 
and remains easy to steer in both sporting events and in rougher weather. The boat has sturdy, 
adjustable seats with elbow and leg supports in the console for optimal steering position for 
both the operator and co-operator. Thanks to the details enhancing the stability of the boat and 
its steerability, Buster XL is designed for the sheer joy of boating and to highlight the beauty 
of the simple things.

BUSTER XL



 

Buster XL

ATTENTION TO 
DETAILS

The new design of Buster XL is surpris-
ingly spacious. There is more legroom 
in the backseat of Buster XL. The new, 
even design of the bathing platforms 
make moving between the boat and 
the shore easier. Other practical details 
include storage compartments in the 
consoles, an aluminium floor, and glass 
windshields that have windshield vipers 
as an accessory. The versatility of Buster 
XL draws attention, inviting you to spend 
your summer on the water.



 Buster XL equipment

ACCESSORIES
• Harbour cover
• Watersports bracket
• Targa
• Rodholder for targa (8 rods)
• Seat-rodbox, right
• Cushion for seat-rod box, right
• Seat-rodbox, left
• Cushion for seat-rod box, left
• Rack for fenders
• Table

FACTORY OPTIONS
• COMFORT package
• CANVAS package
• ENTERTAINMENT package
• Sonar
• Fishfinder
• AIS
• Windshield wiper, right
• Windshield wiper, left
• Trim tabs

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Buster Q 10”
• Hydraulic steering
• Steering console, windshield tempered 

glass
• Left console, windshield tempered glass
• Storage in console
• Door between consoles, fixed
• Lockable stowage
• Integrated canvas garage
• Back seat
• Offshore seats 2 pcs, seat covers

• Anchor and mooring rope lockers
• Swim platform
• Swim ladder
• Aluminium floor
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
• Fire extinguisher
• Battery compartment
• Main switch with automatic fuses
• Automatic bilge pump
• Built-in fuel tank
• Navigation lights

• Light mast, detachable
• Power outlet 12V / USB
• Rainwater draining cockpit
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

• Motor bracket for bow
• Casting deck for bow
• Fishing seat
• Deck hatch
• Mounting for auxiliary engine
• Mounting for echo sounder transducer
• Compass
• Locking set
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“
Thanks to the new 
hull, the lines of 
the boat are sleek 
and modern, and 
its profile is more 
powerful.

Buster XL



2,20 m 8 840 kg 115-150 hp6,25 m



Buster XXL

POWER AND FUNCTIONALITY

The new Buster XXL is a whole that has been made to be enjoyed together with friends and 
family. Stylish design, sportiness, and spacious interiors make this vessel an excellent choice 
for all watercraft. Bring your family, friends, and luggage, and go wherever you like. Buster XXL 
will make your journey enjoyable.

The modern, sporty lines of the new body geometry of Buster XXL show its kinship with 
Magnum, as does its speed and power. As you throttle the gas, the new Buster XXL will carry 
its cargo smoothly and swiftly over rougher seas as well. The comfort of steering Buster XXL 
can be detected immediately after you sit down in the pilot’s seat. A sturdy, adjustable seat, 
cushioned elbow support next to the remote control device, and the precise hydraulic steering 
guarantee a first-class steering experience at all speeds. Predictability and stability with agile 
maneuverability make Buster XXL feel much bigger than it actually is.

BUSTER XXL



 

Buster XXL

DELIGHTFULLY SPACIOUS

The social area of the new XXL is more 
spacious and the backseat is now the 
size of a comfortable U-shaped couch, 
allowing for even more relaxed summer 
days with even larger groups on the 
water. The renewed design of the even 
bathing platforms and more spacious 
storage makes it easier to move between 
the boat and the shore, and to load the 
boat. Buster XXL is the boat to make 
your summer days perfect, thanks to its 
inspiring sportiness, first-class steerability, 
and practical social area.



Buster XXL equipment 

ACCESSORIES
• Harbour cover
• Watersports bracket
• Sunbed
• Targa
• Rodholder for targa (8 rods)
• Seat-rodbox, right
• Cushion for seat-rod box, right
• Rack for fenders
• Table
• Motor bracket for bow

FACTORY OPTIONS
• COMFORT package
• CANVAS package
• ENTERTAINMENT package
• Sonar
• Fishfinder
• AIS
• Refrigerator

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Buster Q 10”
• Hydraulic steering
• Steering console, windshield tempered 

glass
• Left console, windshield tempered glass
• Storage in console
• Windshield wiper, right
• Windshield wiper, left
• Door between consoles, fixed
• Lockable stowage
• Trim tabs

• Integrated canvas garage
• Seat-rodbox, left
• U-shaped back seat
• Offshore seats 2 pcs, seat covers
• Anchor and mooring rope lockers
• Swim platform
• Swim ladder
• Aluminium floor
• Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
• Fire extinguisher
• Battery compartment

• Main switch with automatic fuses
• Automatic bilge pump
• Built-in fuel tank
• Navigation lights
• Light mast, detachable
• Deck lighting
• Power outlet 12V / USB
• Rainwater draining cockpit
• Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

• Casting deck for bow
• Fishing seat
• Deck hatch
• Mounting for auxiliary engine
• Mounting for echo sounder transducer
• Compass
• Locking set
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Buster XXL

“
The interior is 
more spacious 
and the backseat 
is now the size 
of a comfortable 
U-shaped couch.
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Buster reserves the right to change model, colour, trim, equipment and pricing 
without prior notice.


